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Abstract
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There has been an increasing interest in studying cardiac fibers in order to improve the current
knowledge regarding the mechanical and physiological properties of the heart during heart failure
(HF), particularly early HF. Having a thorough understanding of the changes in cardiac fiber
orientation may provide new insight into the mechanisms behind the progression of left ventricular
(LV) remodeling and HF. We conducted a systematic review on various technologies for imaging
cardiac fibers and its link to HF. This review covers literature reports from 1900 to 2017. PubMed
and Google Scholar databases were searched using the keywords “cardiac fiber” and “heart
failure” or “myofiber” and “heart failure.” This review highlights imaging methodologies,
including magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging (MR-DTI), ultrasound, and other imaging
technologies as well as their potential applications in basic and translational research on the
development and progression of HF. MR-DTI and ultrasound have been most useful and
significant in evaluating cardiac fibers and HF. New imaging technologies that have the ability to
measure cardiac fiber orientations and identify structural and functional information of the heart
will advance basic research and clinical diagnoses of HF.
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Introduction
Cardiovascular imaging has been widely used in basic sciences and clinical applications due
to its ability to provide a detailed description of the heart structure and function [1]. A
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hallmark of several cardiac pathologies is remodeling of the left ventricle (LV) geometry and
changes in cardiac fiber orientation [2, 3], each of which can be visualized using various
imaging modalities [4–13]. Descriptive datasets generated using imaging techniques are
often analyzed and quantified to provide a diagnosis or are utilized for comparison of
healthy versus diseased tissue states.
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Cardiac fibers are long, cylindrical muscle cells with one or two nuclei. The cardiac fibers or
cardiac myofibers form a complex, three-dimensional network that is packed with
contractile elements. Orientation of cardiac fibers has an important role in determining the
LV pump function [14, 15] and cardiac electrophysiological and mechanical properties [16–
19], both of which make it critical in the study of heart failure (HF). Advances in highresolution imaging and improvements in image registration make it easier to identify
changes in cardiac microstructures. In this study, we intend to provide an overview of
imaging methodologies and their capability to visualize cardiac fibers for the study of HF.
This review covers literature reports from 1900 to 2017. PubMed and Google Scholar
databases were searched using the keywords “cardiac fiber” and “heart failure” or
“myofiber” and “heart failure.” Searches were not confined to a date range. We provide a
thorough examination of the imaging methodologies that have been set forth to study cardiac
fibers. The application section is dedicated to describing the usefulness of imaging to
determine cardiac fiber orientation. We conclude with the direction of future research and
the challenges of using imaging to assess HF severity.

Pathology of heart failure
Author Manuscript

HF is described as a complex syndrome characterized by inability of the heart to supply
sufficient cardiac output to meet the metabolic needs of the body [20]. HF begins with
myocardial injury that results in a loss of a critical quantity of myocardial cells [21].
Common etiologies are ischemic heart disease, CAD, diabetes, and hypertension [21]. Less
common causes are cardiomyopathies [22], infections, toxins, valvular diseases, and
prolonged arrhythmias [21].
There are four different stages of HF as described by the American Heart Association which
include:
Stage A: no structural changes of the heart or presence of HF symptoms.
Stage B: structural changes present but no HF symptoms.
Stage C: both structural changes and HF symptoms are present.
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Stage D: symptoms are refractory and specialized treatment is required.

Features of heart failure
LV dilation
The LV is the main pumping chamber of the heart and when damaged/enlarged has an
inability to supply an adequate amount of blood to tissues and organs of the body. LV
dilatation is a well-recognized precursor of LV dysfunction; however, its effect on the risk of
Heart Fail Rev. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 September 04.
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HF in individuals initially free of myocardial infarction is unknown [23]. Most studies
showing LV dilation are historically conceptualized as dilated cardiomyopathy.
LV hypertrophy/remodeling
While the underlying causes of HF are multifactorial, myocyte hypertrophy and fibrosis are
major contributors [24, 25]. LV remodeling characterized by hypertrophy and extracellular
matrix (ECM) accumulation causes increased myocardial stiffness and impaired diastolic
performance [26–29]. LV hypertrophy, which leads to LV dysfunction contributes to disease
progression, pressure overload, or volume overload. LV diastolic dysfunction and LV
hypertrophy have been observed in systolic HF. Other attributes of systolic HF include
dilated cardiomyopathies [30] and reduction in muscle mass [31].
Preserved ejection fraction
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LV remodeling characterized by LV hypertrophy and ECM accumulation (myocardial
fibrosis) causes increased myocar-dial stiffness and impaired diastolic dysfunction despite
having a relatively normal ejection fraction. This is called HF with preserved ejection
fraction (HFpEF) and can compromise 50% or more of HF presentations/admissions.
Through functional imaging, it has been established that a structural adversity in the
progression of HFpEF is ECM remodeling [32–37].
Diastolic dysfunction
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Diastolic dysfunction refers to an abnormal LV relaxation during echocardiographic
measurements [38]. It is characterized by impairment in diastolic filling, prolongation of
isovolumetric relaxation, and increased atrial filling [39]. In animal models, diastolic
dysfunction is shown to be the first sign of contractile failure [39]. Hemodynamic studies
performed showed a normal ejection fraction, suggesting a preservation of systolic function
but a decrease in end-diastolic volume, signifying abnormal diastolic function. Types of
diastolic dysfunction HF are increased LV stiffness, infiltrative myocardial diseases, mitral
or tricuspid valve stenosis, and pericardial disease.

Cardiac fiber and heart failure
Cardiac fibers in the heart
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There has been a detailed investigation of the fiber structure of the LV wall, and the smooth
transition of fiber angles from endocardium to epicardium has also been emphasized [40].
Cardiac fibers are arranged in layers of counter-wound helices around the ventricles [40–45],
as shown in Fig. 1. The complex structural organization of cardiac fibers and the spatial
arrangement of cardiomyocytes in laminar sheetlets significantly contribute to cardiac
function and contractile ejection patterns [14]. Indirect estimation of local cardiac fiber
orientation using the procedure of mapping the cardiac fiber from DTI data has been done
by MRI and ultrasound [16, 46, 47].
For describing the global arrangement, most studies and computational models have
depicted the LV myocardial architecture as a transmural continuum between two, helical
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fiber geometries, where right-handed helical geometry in the subendothelial region gradually
changes into left-handed geometry in the subepicardial region, as shown in Fig. 2 [48].
Normal human LV architecture comprises a highly aligned array of cardiac fibers whose
orientation depends on the transmural location [49]. The spatial relations of the fibers in
serial microscopic sections suggest that the LV, for purposes of stress analysis, can be
characterized as a cross-inked, fiber-wound, ellipsoidal, or paraboloidal pressure vessel with
the fiber angle changing smoothly from approximately 60° at the endocardium to
approximately − 60° at the epicardium [40]. The LV geometry and fiber structure are known
to be remodeled in many disease processes [50].
Cardiac fiber organization in the diseased heart
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Fuster et al. quantified LV myocardial fiber hypertrophy and interstitial tissue into four
groups of patients who were free of coronary disease: (1) 22 normal hearts, (2) 20 hearts
from patients with mitral incompetence (postpartum due to causes other than HF), (3) 22
hearts from patients with mitral incompetence (postpartum due to HF from low cardiac
output syndrome, and (4) 22 hearts from patients with hypertensive heart disease [51]. These
researchers showed that the average myocardial fiber diameters in groups 2, 3, and 4 were
higher than that of normal hearts (group 1) [51]. This study suggested that there is a
difference in the myocardial fiber structure between healthy and diseased hearts.
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Geerts-Ossevoort et al. used MR-DTI to determine cardiac fiber orientations in normal and
infarcted goat hearts [52]. Their results contradicted previous and subsequent studies which
stated that fiber structure correlated with infarct size and left LV function [53] or is
remodeled in disease processes [50, 51]. Geerts-Ossevoort et al. suggest that the fiber
structure remains preserved in the presence of a transmural myocardial infarction based on
the analysis of three goat hearts [52].
Cardiac fibers and stress analyses
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Streeter proposed a model for stress analysis of the LV wall based on the realistic
assumption that the myocardium is essentially composed of fiber elements that have only
axial tension and vary in orientation throughout the wall [54]. This model required an
extensive study of muscle fiber orientation and curvature through the myocardium. The wall
was regarded as a tethered set of nested shells with a unique fiber orientation. Results from
this pioneering model indicate that (a) fiber curvature is maximum at midwall at the end
systole; (b) the pressure through the wall decreases more rapidly near the endocardium than
near the epicardium at the end diastole, even when a constant tension is assumed for each
fiber through the wall; (c) at the end diastole, the curve for the circumferential stress versus
wall thickness is convex with maximum thickness at the midwall; and (d) the curvature and
stress distributions obtained by direct measurements at a selected local site agree with the
computed “ellipsoid data [54].
In a study of 66 patients in sinus rhythm, equatorial and longitudinal LV wall stress was
calculated at the end diastole [55]. Of these patients, 31 had volume overload, six had acute
and 21 had chronic aortic incompetence, and four had chronic mitral incompetence. Another
four patients served as the control, six patients had aortic stenosis, and 25 had congestive
Heart Fail Rev. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 September 04.
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cardiomyopathy. In the patients with volume overload and congestive cardiomyopathy, LV
dilation was accompanied by an increase in wall thickness so that the stress conversion
factor, i.e., the factor relating pressure to stress, was normal and the absolute stress depended
on the end-diastole pressure [55]. In pressure overload of the LV (aortic stenosis), the
increase in wall mass reduced the stress conversion factor so that absolute fiber stress was
normal. These data support the hypothesis that cardiac fiber stress may be an important
determinant of LV hypertrophy [55].

Overview of imaging technologies for detecting heart failure and cardiac
fibers
Overview of imaging for heart failure
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Various imaging technologies were developed to characterize the conditions of heart
diseases including HF. Cardiac imaging has been used in the study of a variety of medical
conditions and has become a necessary tool for patient diagnosis and follow-up [1]. Threedimensional imaging techniques have the capability to improve heart disease diagnosis and
outcomes. Among the cardiac imaging systems are also ultrasound [56–58], chest X-ray [59,
60], cardiac catheterization [61, 62], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [52, 63, 64],
computerized tomography (CT) [65, 66], cardiac positron emission tomography (PET) [67–
69], cardiac single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) [70], and intravascular
ultrasound [71, 72]. Ultrasound allows for non-invasive visualization of blood flow through
the heart using Doppler [73]. MRI differentiates soft tissues better than CT and can obtain
information regarding the size, morphology, and characteristics of tissue in a single session
[74, 75].
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Ultrasound and MR-DTI are the most popular imaging tools for evaluating HF. Some animal
models that have been used with these imaging protocols for HF studies are rat [76, 77],
canine [2, 10, 50, 78, 79], rabbit [12, 80], pig [81], sheep [56, 80, 82], and mice [14, 83].
Figure 3 shows representative DT-MRI images of hearts from a mouse, a rabbit, and a sheep.
Each specimen shows cardiac fiber orientations (A, B, C) which would be useful for clinical
study. There is a promising future for cardiac fiber imaging with MRI as more efficient scans
become available [84, 85].
Overview of imaging for cardiac fibers
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Techniques that have been explored to view cardiac fibers include microscopy and
macroscopy techniques (Fig. 4) which are also capable of visualizing LV septum. Other
important imaging tools are histology [12, 78, 86], optical coherence tomography (OCT)
[11, 17, 87, 88], multimodality imaging [16, 89, 90], second-harmonic generation (SHG)
microscopy [10, 91], and susceptibility weight imaging (SWI) [92]. Table 1 provides a
summary of the imaging methodologies that have been used to evaluate cardiac fiber
arrangement in different species.
There are clinical needs to develop adequate models of LV architecture for various cardiac
applications [42]. Research efforts and recent advances in imaging techniques have been
dedicated to study the architecture of the heart [98].
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An imaging tool with the capability to distinguish microstructural details of cardiac fiber
organization is valuable for basic science and clinical applications [63, 99]. Imaging and
quantifying fiber orientations in the heart is challenging [100]. At the light-microscopic
level, the heart was described as a “sandwich” for which cardiac fibers in the middle layer
run mainly circumferentially [8]. McLean et al. observed a “sleeve” in the interventicular
septum formed by longitudinal and oblique cardiac fibers [8]. Although not a commonly
used system in this field of study, the data from the light-microscope provided a quantitative
description at the cellular level of cardiac fiber orientation throughout the LVs of the mouse
heart.

In vitro cardiac fiber imaging using MR-DTI
Normal heart
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MRI has been implemented in order to acquire images of the myocardial fiber orientation
field in the beating heart. MRDTI emerged as a promising imaging tool for revealing
myocardial orientation in 3D, although its long data acquisition duration limits its
application to in vivo studies [92]. Its advantages are that it can measure fiber organization
in isolated, perfused, arrested hearts, while avoiding fixation, staining, and sectioning
artifacts [12]. Histology requires all of the aforementioned, but remains the oldest and the
gold standard for fiber orientation studies.
Mouse animal model
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In order to investigate the validity and practicality of pattern-based analysis, Merchant et al.
used 3D MR-DTI on 13 fixed mouse hearts [83]. Fiber angles in the LV were set to
parametric expressions constructed from elementary functions of the prolate spheroidal
spatial variables. It was determined that on average, the myocardial fiber helix angle can be
represented to 6.5° accuracy by the equivalence of a product of 10th-order polynomials of
the radial and longitudinal variables and 17th-order Fourier series of the circumferential
variable [83]. Similarly, the fiber imbrication angle was described by 10th-order polynomials
and 24th-order Fourier series to 5.6° accuracy. However, the representations did not
adversely affect the information commonly derived from DTI datasets. It was also
demonstrated that parametric models can predict the 3D myocardial fiber structure from a
finite number of 2D slices. These findings strongly support the principle of parametric
modeling for characterizing myocardial structures [83].
Rat animal model
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Chen et al. [76] used MR-DTI on 21 isolated, perfused Sprague-Dawley rat hearts arrested
or fixed in three different conditions, i.e., (1) end diastole, (2) early systole, or (3) end
systole. The primary eigenvectors of diffusion tensors can be used to determine the
orientations at the base, mid-LV, and apex of the heart, whereas the sheet structure can be
determined from the secondary and tertiary eigenvectors at the same location. It was
observed that the cardiac fiber helix angle changed as contraction proceeded from the end
diastole to the early systole. Endocardial and epicardial fibers became more longitudinally
oriented in the end systole group. Although significant regional variations were exhibited by
the sheet structure, changes in the sheet structure during contraction are fairly uniform
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across regions. There was evidence of a more radial orientation of the sheets during the early
and end systoles. Chen et al. were the first to show that geometric changes in both sheet and
fiber orientation provide a substantial mechanism for radial wall thickening which is
independent of the active components due to fiber shortening [76]. These results show that
sheet reorientation is a primary determinant of myocardial wall thickening.
Rabbit animal model
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Scollan et al. [12] proposed a quantitative validation of the MR-DTI method for measuring
cardiac fiber orientation. Fiber orientations were statistically compared in the same locations
within the same hearts using MR-DTI and histology to compare in a total of two, perfused
rabbit hearts. Fiber orientations were statistically similar for both methods and differed on an
average by 12° at a single location (Fig. 5). This is similar to the 10° of uncertainty that is
achieved with histological techniques. Studies prior to Scollan and colleagues most often
observed a qualitative agreement of diffusion anisotropy with fiber orientation in the heart
[101].
Canine animal model
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Prior to the model described above was a similar LDDMM method based on Grenander’s
deformable template model [93]. This model was developed by Beg and colleagues [93] and
was intended to transform heart geometry into coordinates for quantification of shape. This
would be used to provide a mathematical and computation method for quantifying changes
in the LV geometry and fiber orientation after it has undergone global or local remodeling.
This group used two automated landmark placement methods for modeling tissue
deformations expected in different cardiac pathologies. MR-DTI images of four male
mongrel dogs were used. Fiber angles for the target hearts were computed using the template
mesh with the inclusion of the large deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping (LDDMM)generated transformation to identify the target voxels origination in the template finite
element boundaries [93]. Registering the heart anatomies allowed for the properties of the
heart to be quantified.
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Helm et al. presented the LDDMM algorithm which suggested that this algorithm can be
used to reconstruct hearts into correspondence so that the variability of the LV geometry,
fiber, and sheet orientation can be quantified [3]. It was revealed that epicardial electrical
mapping and MR-DTI imaging can be done in the same hearts. These results facilitated
direct comparison and testing of model versus experimental results and allowed for
quantitative measurement, modeling, and analysis of remodeling occurrence in the LV that
influences electrical conduction in the heart [3]. A 3D diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI)
method can be used to measure cardiac fibers at high spatial resolution, as shown by Helm et
al. [50] This method was applied to the ex vivo reconstruction of seven canine hearts. The
results of this study confirmed previous histological data which stated that the tertiary
eigenvector of DT defines the sheet normal [50].
Lekadir et al. presented a statistical approach for the prediction of fiber orientation based on
the myocardial morphology of the Knutsson mapping [94]. In this space, the orientation of
each fiber was represented in a continuous and distance-preserving manner which allowed
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consistent statistical analysis of the data [94]. Furthermore, the directions in the shape space
correlated mostly with the myocardial fiber orientations which were extracted and used for
subsequent prediction [94]. All shape information in this model was taken into account in
the analysis, and the obtained latent variables were statistically optimal for predicting fiber
orientation in new datasets. The proposed technique is validated based on a sample of canine
MR-DTI datasets, and the results demonstrated marked improvement in cardiac fiber
orientation modeling and prediction [94].
Continuous improvement of MR-DTI methods will provide datasets with both geometry and
fiber structure. In the clinical setting, MRI is capable of acquiring patient-specific data
regarding cardiac geometry [93].
Sheep animal model
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MR-DTI was also performed on six sheep LVs and with corresponding, direct, histological,
transmural measurements made within the anterobasal and lateral-equatorial LV [82].
Secondary and tertiary eigenvectors of the diffusion tensor were compared with each of the
two, sheet orientations observed on histology [82]. The results showed a mean difference ± 1
SD between MR-DTI and histology of the measured sheet angles was 8° ± 27° [82]. It was
concluded that two, local, myocardial sheet populations existed throughout the LV
myocardium, as confirmed by MR-DTI [82].
In vivo human studies
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A study directly evaluating cardiac fibers in the presence of HF was produced by Genet et al.
[95]. Reference maps were constructed of normal LV wall stress in humans that could be
used as a target for in silico optimization studies of current and future treatments for HF
[95]. This group constructed and designed computational methods of the LVs of five, normal
human patients using MR images and the finite element (FE) method. In each patient, LV
data was extracted from MRI and validated through comparison with strain measurements
from tagged MRI in order to calibrate these models. To avoid errors in measuring the
volume due to LV motion, segmentation was performed in both the short and long axes [95].
The segmented contours were used to reconstruct the endocardial and epicardial surfaces,
after which a hexahedral FE mesh of the LV wall was constructed (Fig. 6). The values
obtained for the passive material parameter, end-diastolic, and end-systolic cardiac fiber
stress fields could potentially serve as the reference for future construction of normal human
LV computational models [95].
Ex vivo human studies
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Experiments performed by Rohmer et al. reconstructed and visualized fiber and laminar
structures in 3D [44]. Anisotropic, least square filtering followed by fiber and sheet tracking
techniques was applied to MR-DTI data of the excised normal human heart. Fibers and
sheets were defined similar to those in Reference [60] [76]. Findings indicated that the fibers
lie in sheets that have a transmural structure which corresponds to histologic studies
published in the scientific literature. Quantitative measurements show that the sheets, as
opposed to the fibers, are organized into laminar orientations without dominant populations.
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An algorithm was developed to demonstrate the complex 3D orientation of the fibers and
sheets in human myocardium [44].

Ultrasound imaging
Ultrasound
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Ultrasound techniques, such as tissue Doppler imaging, have an excellent temporal
resolution (< 4 ms) and provide the instantaneous velocity of myocardial motion [102]. The
velocity data can be used for calculating parameters, such as the displacement, strain rate,
and strain [102]. Therefore, cardiac ultrasound has an important role in the imaging of hearts
in basic and clinical cardiovascular research [90] and remains the gold standard for cardiac
function assessment. Ultrasound is often used in clinical cardiac examinations because it can
provide real-time functional information regarding heart values and, similar to most threedimensional imaging techniques, it has the capability to provide the geometry and motion
information of the heart [103]. However, ultrasound cannot do so while supplying
information regarding the cardiac fiber orientation [46]. Information regarding cardiac fibers
must be wrapped to the ultrasound volume in order to supply useful information regarding
the stress distributions and electric action spreading.
Information from two-dimensional (2D) ultrasound or angiography alone may not provide a
complete picture of the heart, as reported earlier [100] and may led to some misconceptions.
2D ultrasound only provides “flat” views of the heart and is fixed in terms of the
piezoelectric element vertical dimension. Whereas 3D ultrasound involves real-time volumetric imaging that allows for acquisition of pyramidal datasets.
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Acquiring 3D volumes of the heart of small animals in vivo for cardiac fiber wrapping is
challenging, although a method was been proposed to acquire 3D ultrasound volume for rat
hearts in vivo after an open-chest surgical method (described in detail by Qin et al.) [77].
This method is promising for quantifying LV geometry and severe heart remodeling. Qin et
al. used two steps to wrap cardiac fiber orientations from DTI to the target ultrasound
geometries. Step 1 was to generate the deformation field between the ultrasound geometry of
the heart and the MRI geometry of the template heart. Step 2 involved the application of a
diffeomorphic Demons registration method to perform a deformable registration. During
quantitative evaluation, the processed image is compared with the reference image using the
Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) as the performance assessment score. The feasibility of
imaging beating hearts in vivo was also tested and which may provide an alternative method
to assess the 3D geometry of the hearts in small animals in vivo (Fig. 7).
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Ultrasound was used along with mean arterial pressures to determine the strain index and
wall stress in normal hearts of both patients and swine, i.e., swine with pacing-induced CHF
and patients with dilated cardiomyopathies [104]. Paired values of the stress and strain index
display little change over a large range of normal cardiac mass, although they deviate from
this range during HF [104].
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MR-DTI techniques have been combined with other types of imaging, such as ultrasound
[16, 77] or CT [79]. Based on MR-DTI heart data, Qin et al. [97] proposed a cardiac ultrasound image simulation method which utilized both the cardiac geometry and the fiber
orientation information to simulate the anisotropic intensities in ultrasound images from rat
hearts. Prior to the simulation procedure, geometry orientations were obtained from highresolution, structural MRI data while fiber orientations of the heart were obtained from
MRDTI data. The simulation included two steps: (1) backscatter coefficients of the point
scatters inside the myocardium were processed according to the fiber orientations using an
anisotropic model and (2) the cardiac ultrasound images were simulated with anisotropic
myocardial intensities [97]. This method was compared to two, non-anisotropic intensity
methods using 50 B-mode ultrasound image volumes of five, different rat hearts. Lastly, the
simulated images were compared with the ultrasound images of a diseased rat heart in vivo.
A new segmental evaluation method was presented to validate the simulation results. The
findings suggest that the average relative errors (AREs) of the five parameters, i.e., mean
intensity, Rayleigh distribution parameter, and first, second, and third quartiles, were utilized
as the evaluation metrics. The simulated images were quantitatively compared with real
ultrasound images in both ex vivo and in vivo experiments, and this method can be used as a
clinical application to generate cardiac ultrasound images with anisotropic intensities inside
the myocardium [97].
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Geometries of the heart extracted from MRI are translated to ultrasound by rigid and
deformable registration [46]. Deformation fields take into account both geometries from
MRI and ultrasound after registration. The cardiac fiber orientations imaged from DTI are
mapped to ultrasound volumes in order to simulate electrical activations during the cardiac
resynchronization therapy (CRT) process. This method was validated in two rat hearts and in
three canine hearts. After MRI/ultrasound image registration, the DSC scores were greater
than 90% and the corresponding target errors were less than 0.25 mm [46].
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An MR-DTI, template-based framework developed by Qin et al. [16] was developed in order
to estimate the cardiac fiber orientations from 3D ultrasound images using three, male,
Sprague-Dawley rats. The cardiac fiber orientations of the target heart were estimated by
deforming the fiber orientations of the template, based on the deformation field of the
registration between the ultrasound geometry of the target heart and the MRI geometry of
the template heart [16]. Four methods, i.e., DSC, target errors, acute angle error, and
inclination angle error, were used to evaluate the method. The accuracy of cardiac fiber
estimates was evaluated by a public database and then by their own database. The average
values were 95.4% ± 2.0% for the DSC of geometric registrations, 21.0° ± 0.76° for the
acute angle error, and 19.4° ± 1.2° for the inclination angle error. Furthermore, this method
showed a potential for understanding the dynamic mechanisms of the beating hearts due to
its feasibility of performance on 3D ultrasound images of the beating heart [16].

Other imaging modalities
Specialized imaging approaches (Table 2) that have been used to visualize cardiac fibers
include SHG imaging [91], optical polarization tomography (OPT) [99], and OCT [17],
Heart Fail Rev. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 September 04.
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polarized-sensitive (PS) OCT system [11]. In addition, for cardiac fiber detection, there are
different modes that can be employed with MR-DTI. These include nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) [101], diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) [64], and DWI [50]. Sosnovik et
al. reviewed the application of DSI in ischemic heart disease and provided in their
conclusions that hardware limitations on most clinical scanners hinder the clinical
translation of diffusion tractography in the heart [64]. However, in animal studies, the
technique is capable of imaging the microstructure of the myocardium and which makes it
very competitive to other imaging techniques. Figure 8 shows the DSI tractography of a
normal rat heart showing the transmural variation in the cardiac fiber helix angle. Among
ultrasound modes are shear wave imaging (SWI) [92], elastic tensor imaging [105], and
backscatter tensor imaging [49].

Histology
Author Manuscript

Histological studies of the mammalian, LV fiber orientation were first studied by fiber
dissections and histologic measurements in transmural plugs of LV tissue [40, 106–109].
Principle conclusions of this work were that mid-wall fibers are circumferential, while baseapex fibers were arranged in the direction on the epicardial and endocardial [50].
Histological measurements, although 2D, have provided much information about the
existence of two populations of sheets differing in orientation based on the distribution of
angles in LVs [110].
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Many theoretical analyses have been paired with histological reconstructions and share
similar results. This standard technique remains as a useful way to qualitatively and directly
compare results acquired from MRI and other high-resolution imaging methods [50, 78].
Histology results highlight the utility and validity of measuring cardiac fiber architecture
changes linked to electrical or mechanical dysfunction. Figure 9 shows a histological section
of a healthy pig heart.

Applications
Over the past 40 years, there has been remarkable progress in understanding HF [111]. More
specifically, being able to “photograph” the heart has been groundbreaking for visualizing
the structure of the heart and arousing the interest for more information regarding its
functionality.
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New methodologies which can be used to acquire myocar-dial orientations for patientspecific simulations of cardiac function are highly desirable. In order to address this need,
Vadakkumpadan et al. hypothesized that LV fiber orientations of a normal or failing heart
can be estimated from an atlas in which the geometry of the heart and fiber orientations are
readily available [79]. A major limitation of their study was that human heart images were
not available. Their methodology estimated fiber orientation using canine images and,
admittedly, the method was not sufficiently advanced to be able to determine the accuracy of
the fiber orientation estimation.
Histology and imaging modalities such as OCT and SHG have procedures, such as
dehydration and fixation, and cannot directly translate to in vivo imaging. However, cellular
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and subcellular structure morphologies can be determined using SHG imaging of the muscle
samples without fluorescent labeling and sectioning techniques. SHG has optical sectioning
capabilities that make it very useful for determining rotations or changes in orientation and
organization. It may also yield functional information regarding the physiological state of a
specimen [112] due to its strong recognition of noncentrosymmetric structures. This
technique can be used for studying anomalous structures [112], although it has not been
frequently used in HF.
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Discerning the link between structure and function of the heart can lead to the development
of computational models which can assimilate all imaging information for planning of
proper therapeutic strategies for a specific patient [113]. One of the ultimate goals of HF
treatment is intended to be cardiac repair through regeneration of the myocardium after
injury. The heart is one of the least regenerative organs in the human body, although
postnatal hearts undergo some degree of cardiomyocyte renewal during normal aging and
disease [1].
Although medical imaging has been proven to be powerful, using it to determine heart
functionality and the severity of disease can be challenging. For example, histological
studies cannot assess tissue microstructure in intact organs or in vivo. Histology can easily
damage the tissue and only provides 2D stacks. Using this method to evaluate LV cardiac
fiber geometry and orientation was pioneered by Nielsen et al. [114] and with a maximum
attained resolution of 500 μm. MR-DTI emerged and surpassed Nielsen’s early approach
with its improved resolution.
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MR-DTI definitely provides a better tool for characterizing cardiac fiber architecture,
although it also has limitations. Some limitations of DTI-tractography include its spatial
resolution (0.1–1 mm) and inability to resolve molecular signatures in the tissue imaged
[115]. Continued improvements in the technology of MR-DTI will overcome the
shortcomings of the diffusion tensor for representing complex white matter architecture such
as crossing fibers [116].
It is also important to note that combined imaging approaches can be very beneficial.
OCT/TPM introduces properties such as absorption, birefringence, scattering, and
fluorescence to characterize the cellular and molecular composition of the tissue, and thus
making it possible to visualize myocytes and collagen fibers [115]. MR-DTI is unable to
characterize tissues at the molecular level because it lacks microscopic resolution [115].
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Despite therapeutic advances, the prognosis for HF is still poor [117, 118]. Ultrasound has
done an exceptional job of portraying the anisotropic characteristics of muscle [103] and
enabling a better understanding of the mechanisms leading to HF as well as a greater
understanding of the efficient therapeutic approach [119]. Estimating cardiac fiber
orientations from 3D ultrasound images can be extended to the clinical application of
examining a patient’s heart [16]. Clinical implications for the measurement of ultrasonic
anisotropy leads to defining the normal and pathologic cardiac structure and function and
can be done in real time at a patient’s bedside [49].
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Overall, imaging methods have been useful for studying particular molecular and
physiological changes. Improvement of imaging techniques and innovation of specific
disease-mimicking conditions constitute the empirical approach to observing and
understanding human disease [1].

Discussion and future directions
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In recent years, cardiac fibers were shown to describe empirical observations that were
linked to a particular pathological condition, although there are only a few studies that
quantitate cardiac fibers in healthy human hearts versus those in early HF. To date,
quantitative cardiac fiber angles have largely relied on histological imaging, modeling, and
multimodality imaging. Researchers have used images from MR-DTI and ultrasound to
determine angular distribution. It can be quite interesting to determine fiber length and the
number of fibers per sectioned slice of epicardium, septum, and endocardium. Most cardiac
fiber studies have used multimodal imaging modalities and among those that have been
used, we believe that future studies should incorporate the use of SHG to document the
arrangement of cardiac fibers during HF from early to advanced states. A quantitative study
that provides data regarding changes in layer-specific regions due to aging/disease is needed
to better understand the pathology as well as the timeline of HF.

Conclusion
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This paper provides a systematic review on various technologies for imaging cardiac fibers
and HF. MR-DTI and ultra-sound have been most useful and significant in the current
research and clinical applications. While an increase in the interest of cardiac fiber studies
exists, some of the multimodality imaging approaches used to study cardiac fibers can be
complex for applications aside from research. However, this should be the direction for the
research community. It would be beneficial to advance this technology in order to improve
healthcare provided as current studies suggest that changes in cardiac fiber orientation may
provide valuable information regarding the damage caused by the disease. Multimodal, nonlinear, optical imaging of fibers also allows identification of myocardial remodeling and
patho-physiological changes. New imaging technologies that have the ability to measure
cardiac fiber orientations and identify structural and functional information of the heart will
advance basic research and clinical diagnoses of HF.
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Apparent diffusion coefficient

ARE

Average relative error

BTI

Backscatter tensor imaging
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CRT

Cardiac resynchronization therapy

CT

Computerized tomography

DSC

Dice similarity coefficient

DSI

Diffusion spectrum imaging

DTI

Diffusion tensor imaging

ETI

Elastic tensor imaging

FA

Fractional anisotropy

HF

Heart failure

LDDMM

Large deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping

LV

Left ventricle; left ventricular

MRI

Magnetic resonance imaging

NMR

Nuclear magnetic resonance

PET

Positron emission tomography

PS

Polarized sensitive

OCT

Optical coherence tomography

RVFW

Right ventricular free wall

SHG

Second harmonic generation

SPECT

Single photon emission computed tomography

SWI

Susceptibility weight imaging

TPM

Two photon microscopy
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Fig. 1.

Representative image of cardiac fiber tracing in a canine heart using MR-DTI. Image
adapted from [3]
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Fig. 2.

Depiction of the helical arrangement of muscle fibers in the LVof an explanted adult porcine
heart. The arrangement of cardiac fibers is shown in a circumferential-longitudinal plane
which changes from a left-handed helix in the subepicardium (a) to a right-handed helix in
the subendocardium (b). The helical arrangement of the endocardial region is also reflected
in the arrangement of trabeculae near the apex (c). A: anterior; P: posterior. Reprinted from
Reference [48]
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Fig. 3.

Author Manuscript

Visualization of cardiac fiber orientation for representative mouse (a, d), rabbit (b, e), and
sheep (c, f) heart specimens. The cardiac fibers from the same short axis are shown as
rendered cylindrical rods (a–c) inside semi-opaque volumes of the hearts viewed obliquely
from an elevated perspective, or as false color-coded, helix angle maps. Adapted from
Reference [80]
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Fig. 4.

Image depicts bilayered disposition of the cardiac fibers in the LV septum observed by
optical microscopy and macroscopy. Image adapted from [6]
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Fig. 5.

a Fiber inclination angle measurements and primary eigenvector inclination angle estimates
obtained from a spin-echo pulse sequence for a total of five, transmural locations in one
heart. b Fiber inclination angle and primary eigenvector inclination angle estimates obtained
in another heart using the fast spin-echo pulse sequence. c Distribution of the differences in
the fiber inclination angle at each voxel obtained using histology and spin-echo MR-DTI. d
Constructed similar to C but for fast spin-echo heart. Reprinted from Reference 12
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Fig. 6.

First row: Subject-specific LV geometries (at the beginning of diastole) extracted from MR
images. Second-row: match between FE meshes and the MR images. Third row: twodimensional sectors used to compute strain from the tagged MR images, superimposed onto
three-dimensional finite element images (shown as wire frames). Fourth row: rule-based
fiber orientation map. Color denotes helix angle with respect to the circumferential direction
when viewed from epicardium (−60°, blue to +60°, red), superimposed onto the FE meshes.
The image was adapted from Reference [95].
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Fig. 7.

Cardiac fiber orientation estimation of an in vivo beating heart. a 3D ultrasound volume in
vivo. b Reconstructed cardiac geometry. c Estimated cardiac fiber orientations from the
geometry. Image adapted from [47]
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Fig. 8.

DSI tractography of an ex-vivo normal rat heart showing the transmural variation in cardiac
fiber helix angle: The LV is being viewed (a and c-f) from its lateral wall while (b) provides
a short axis view. Reproduced with permission from Sosnovik et al [64].
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Fig. 9.

Representative histological section of a healthy pig heart showing the nuclei (blue) and
cardiac fibers (pink)
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Summary of imaging methodologies and the application of each to investigating cardiac fiber orientation
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Reference

Imaging method

Application

Study size

Study summary

Hsu et al. [78]

MR-DTI

Canine myocardium

-

High-resolution MR fiber orientation
mapping can be directly and
quantitatively compared with results
obtained from histology.

Scollan et al. [12]

MR-DTI

Rabbit hearts

7

Found that there is a level of organization
beyond the fibers termed the laminar
organization of the LV myocardium.

Beg et al. [93]

MR-DTI

Canine hearts

4

Provided mathematical and
computational techniques for
transforming cardiac ventricular
anatomies to a coordinate system for
quantitative analyses of geometry and
fiber structure at corresponding locations.

Helm et al. [3]

MR-DTI

Normal (11) and failing (7)
canine hearts

18

Directly compared the testing of a model
and experimental results which can
provide quantitative measurements,
modeling, and investigation of ways that
remodeling of LV micro-anatomy
influences electrical conduction in the
heart.

Chen et al. [76]

MR-DTI

Rat hearts

21

Found that geometric changes in both
sheet and cardiac fiber orientations
provide a substantial mechanism for
radial wall thickening independent of
components related to fiber shortening.
Sheet reorientations are a primary
determinant of myocardial wall
thickening.

Helm et al. [2]

MR-DTI

Normal (8) and failing (5)
canine hearts

13

Combined MR-DTI to computational
anatomy imaging to demonstrate
quantitatively global and local
remodeling in normal and failing hearts
with a left bundle branch block.

Carreras et al. [6]

MR-DTI ultrasound

Various cardiac images

Wu et al. [53]

MR-DTI

Mid-ventricular level of
human hearts

37

Concluded that there is redistribution of
fiber architecture after MI correlated with
infarct size and LV function.

Rohmer et al. [44]

MR-DTI

Human hearts

-

Developed a visualization algorithm to
demonstrate the 3D orientation of fibers
and sheets in the human myocardium.

Crosby et al. [81]

Ultrasound

Porcine heart images

-

Examined the effect of including tissue
anisotropy in simulated ultrasound
images of the heart.

Kung, et al. [82]

MR-DTI

Sheep LV

6

Detected two local sheet populations
throughout LV myocardium using MRDTI and histology methods.

Lekadir et al. [94]

MR-DTI

Canine myocardial images

-

Improved cardiac fiber orientation
modeling and prediction.

Vadakkumpadan et
al. [79]

MR-DTI

Normal (6) and failing (3)
canine hearts

9

Determined that there are no significant
differences between estimated and
acquired fiber orientations at a clinically
observable level.

Concluded that myocardial helical fiber
orientation influences mechanical
behavior and there is evidence of the
double-loop, single muscular band model
described by Torrent-Guasp.
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Reference

Imaging method

Application

Study size

Study summary

Milne et al. [56]

MR-DTI, ultrasound

Sheep hearts

7

Demonstrated that measurements of fiber
orientation for individual hearts can be
derived from ultrasound images.

Qin et al. [90]

High-frequency ultrasound

Phantoms and porcine hearts

Qin et al. [46]

MR-DTI, ultrasound

Rat (2) and canine (3) hearts

5

Provided cardiac fiber orientations to
ultrasound images and demonstrated the
ability to simulate electricity activations
during the CRT process.

Angeli et al. [14]

MR-DTI

Mouse hearts

5

Constructed a tensor map to provide a
description of the average fiber
architecture.

Genet et al. [95]

MR-DTI

LV of human hearts

5

Obtained stress measurements which can
serve as targets for in silicon design of
heart failure treatments.

Qin et al. [96]

High-frequency ultrasound

Porcine hearts

Qin et al. [97]

MR-DTI, ultrasound

Cardiac ultrasound images of
rat hearts

50

Developed a simulation method to
simulate cardiac ultrasound images of the
heart using high-resolution MR-DTI
data.

Qin et al. [77]

MR-DTI, ultrasound

Rat heart images

6

Investigated the registration between
cardiac fiber orientations from a 3D MRDTI (ex vivo) volume and 2D ultrasound
images (in vivo).

Qinetal. [16]

MR-DTI, ultrasound

Rat hearts

3

Demonstrated the feasibility of using
ultrasound to estimate the orientation of
in vivo beating hearts.

Qinetal. [16]

Ultrasound

Rat heart

1

Provided a cardiac ultrasound imaging
and fiber orientation estimation
technique.

Dormer et al. [89]

Ultrasound and MR-DTI

Rat hearts

5

Proposed a new approach to generate
cardiac fiber orientation that may be used
for multiple cardiac applications.

Merchant et al. [83]

MR-DTI

Mouse hearts

13

Demonstrated that parametric models can
predict the 3D cardiac fiber structure
from a finite number of 2D slices.

Proposed a method to extract cardiac
fiber orientations from high-frequency
ultrasound.

Demonstrated the feasibility of extracting
cardiac fiber orientations from highfrequency ultrasound images ex vivo and
demonstrated the ability to measure
cardiac fibers in vivo.

Note: MR-DTI indicates magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging; MI indicates myocardial infarction; LV indicates left ventricle or left
ventricular; CRT indicates cardiac resynchronization therapy
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Author Manuscript

Other specialized imaging methods for studying fiber orientation

Author Manuscript

Reference

Specialized imaging method

Application

Study size

Study summary

Reese et al. [101]

NMR

Cardiac necropsy specimens

-

Described an imaging technique for
determining the fiber orientation.

Helm et al. [50]

DWI

Canine hearts

7

Developed a novel hypothesis-testing
method to show that distinct
populations of secondary and tertiary
eigenvalues may be distinguished at
reasonable confidence levels within the
canine LV.

Sunetal. [11]

PSOCT

Rat hearts

-

Demonstrated that destruction of the
birefringence nature of the fiber muscle
in the infarcted heart can be observed
using PSOCT.

Fleming et al. [17]

OCT

Rabbit right ventricular freewall images

-

Proposed a method to understand the
conduction system of a sample study
by imaging cardiac fibers.

Lee et al. [92]

SWI

Porcine (5) and open-chest
ovine (3) hearts

8

Demonstrated that SWI is capable of
mapping cardiac fiber orientation in
vitro and in vivo.

Wang et al. [99]

OPT

Mouse hearts

7

Demonstrated that OPT can accurately
image depth-resolved fiber orientation
in fresh tissue and reveal
microstructural details at the histological level.

Sommeret al. [91]

SHG

Human LV myocardium

28

Identified structural parameters for a
material model of the biomechanical
response.

Note: NMR indicates nuclear magnetic resonance; DWI indicates diffusion-weighted imaging; PSOCT indicates polarized-sensitive optical
coherence tomography; MI indicates myocardial infarction; LV indicates left ventricle or left ventricular; OCT indicates optical coherence
tomography; SWI indicates shear wave imaging; OPT indicates optical polarization tomography; SHG indicates second-harmonic generation
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